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Robert  

 
The covering sky is nothing, Bohemia nothing, 
My wife is nothing, nor nothing have these nothings, 

 
  Leontes, The W I.ii.293-6 
 

intense, often unrestrained anger, especially as a young man, is the stuff of literary 
legend. Stories abounded in Buffalo in the 1980s when I lived there, much of that time spent as 
Creele . One of my favourite stories, which I think I heard from 
Betty Cohen, although , and will never know if she, if it was she, 
had scrambled it or even made it up, related how some straight up academic at a faculty reception 
for a writer insisted on dissing John Coltrane to Creeley while grazing at the ubiquitous cheese 
platter, wine glass in hand. After becoming increasingly frustrated and angry trying to reason with 
the man, Creeley, in a rage, picked up a knife and chased him around the table trying to stab him 
until cooler heads intervened and disarmed the poet. Another story involved Creeley and Amiri 
Baraka drinking at the bar at the Central Park Grill. At that time, the windshield wiper factory still 
operated in the Tri-Main building next door to the bar, and a group of workers at their break, as was 
their habit, came in for a liquid lunch. Standing next to Creeley, 

 or words to that effect. Creeley immediately smashed his beer bottle against the bar, 
shoved 
needless to say, the man did  expeditiously.  

 Neither of these events may have taken place as narrated here, in this world, if at all. In the 
manner of urban legends or myth, the stories circulate with ave very 
little to do with the truths of their narrative force and form. The fact that they circulate is the only 
fact required, given the almost mythic quality the young er assumed both in the world 
and in his work. That anger came up recently in a review Selected Letters by 
Robert Archambeau. Archambeau  dismissal of other poets and writers  

he calls it at one point  using about four of the six pages of the review to detail what 
he calls Archambeau does nod to other narratives in 
the letters, especially  supporting one 
another,  his alleged vindictiveness in relation to other poets is the main 
show. Creeley comes out looking violently competitive, someone who, no matter what his 
remarkable successes, remained arrogant, whiny, ungrateful, and endlessly jealous. 

 Archambeau frames his portrait of Creeley in the context of the poetry wars  that exploded 
with the 1960 publication of The New American Poetry 1945-1960 and continued through the 90s 
to the new millennium. Contrary to Archam however, the wars have never ended, as 
his review amply evidences, although they have morphed into different formations and modes of 
engagement. Creeley, as Archambeau notes in the title of his review, was a warrior in the post-1960 
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campaigns and his anger needs to be viewed in the context of that moment and its attendant 
hostilities and power struggles. It was a time when the levers of power  the magazines, the teaching 
positions, the prize committees  were all in the hands of a conservative cabal suckled at the teat of 

cultural and literary criticism. One dimension of 
. 

acknowledge  or perhaps simply  is that poetry mattered then in ways that 
have since been lost in the creative writing that has enveloped the literary world. 
passion registered that. 

response to the historical developments of 
modernity as its contradictions gave rise to a world of commercialized value and the effervescence of 
popular culture. His solution  condemn the changes, become a high Anglican, and fight a rear 
guard action in defense of Christian Culture  shaped his equally reactionary attitude toward poetry. 
While Pound, H.D., and especially Williams, sought ways forward, understanding poetry as a 
particular mode of knowledge that could reveal new perspectives and relations to the changing 
cosmos, Eliot holed up in ,
and turning his poetry into a kind of linguistic censer. At the heart of the difference was the 
understanding of prosody. For Eliot, the ghost of a meter was the sign and form of stabilized value, 

attention to the unfolding world and its political conflicts.  

It was no accident, then, that many of the poets of The New American Poetry, notably 
Duncan, Olson, Dorn, and Ginsberg, among many others, were deeply involved in various ways in 
the anti-war resistance of the 60s and 70s. Their poetry was part of what was called the Movement; 
it roused crowds; it was read to others on the street, in cafes, living rooms, and auditoriums, both 
reflecting and instigating resistance. Even Creeley, who agonized over not being able to write 
explicitly political poetry, was active in the resistance. Meeting him for coffee with Robin Blaser in 
Montreal in 1969, I was naively shocked to witness his near self-flagellation over his inability to 
write political poems. He was genuinely upset, while Blaser patiently and comfortingly reassured him 
that the mere form of his poetry was deeply political. I understood that to mean that the specific 
attention it required reoriented the reader outside the War Machine and its daily habit. And that 
was/is deeply political. Poetry was understood as a mode of thinking, and prosody was its soul. 

essay, ctive Verse, tremendous force it did not only because it lifted the 
darkness and opened composition to the limitlessness of the imagination, but because it treated 
prosody and thinking/being as one. Poetry mattered. 

It still does, but not in the public sphere Archambeau is part of where it has been displaced 
by the Commercial Poetry Product and its doppelganger, the self-branded avant-garde Text, both of 
which abandon poetry as a mode of thought and turn it into a commodity to be used in pursuit of 
art booty  prizes, grants, academic positions, invitations to the White House. Poetry mattered 
because, as Olson and Creeley hammered away at in their correspondence, it measures the world. It 
is not a pretty little thing made out of seven types of some established trope and shaped into well-
wrought, ironic objects to be displayed in some prestigious 
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to Olson in 1950, early in their correspondence, Creeley said
piece after piece trying to finish themselves off, to fit an arbitrary form, never growing from the 
nerves of the man, always /  like the 4 Quartets   
not so much about organic as about dynamic, where Emerson takes it, into energy. The stake is the 

-ing to the 
formations open-ing to encounter.  

This is not the world that Archambeau cites. A sucker for sociology (and its stealth 
cosmology), he invokes Pierre Bou career choice,  proposing 

 
generally marginal, young, or both  seeks to discredit those wh
identifies There was a reason that Charles Olson stated 

example, the feminization of masculine space, is an excellent example of it.  

A lot , to which his anger is integral if 
not foundational t 
Maximus volume, as the Figure of Outward. Years ago I puzzled over that because I could not 
imagine a more inwardly dedicated poetry . Olson sails out into the universe in a box, 
but every torsion and twist in  writing is in, forces the inner toward a further detail, 
articulation, or intensity. I eventually puzzled it out. Outward but 
its arrangement in words as they emerge in  attentive composing. The outward, then, as the 
outward-ing of that inner intensity. And at a level that transports the words and events to an extreme 

an 
epistemological poet always reaching with the finger of his mind to the edge Birds sing 
still at the edges of hearing appropriateness of epistemology 
counter-intuitive, given his militant presence-ing and apparent simplicity, but in so far as it describes 
informing relation, it is crucial. Precisely the relation of knowing determines the movement of 

He is an epistemological poet to Olson  ontological poet. 

Will Montgomery locates his stance :
formal choices, a refusal of communicative plenitude. Ellipsis, compression, syntactical uncertainty, 
and the insistent breaking of the line make hesitancy and un-decidability integral to the overall effect 

The refusal goes beyond communicative plenitude to the existential, the stuff of the 
-in-the- Creeley 

beside the act of any dispossession is // lecherous. There is no more giving in / when there is no more 
 Refusal is implicated in a post-sin state of desire that is giving/not giving in  the tension of 

uncertain presence, although whether the end of sin is more than a hopeless wish remains unstated, 
continuing to hang over the irresolution, the refusal, of the end.  

In any case, it is state of rigorous, singular encounter/attention/engagement. Creeley 
disdained the measured, on-the-other-hand, self-reflexive pretense to objectivity that Archambeau 
idolizes in his description of Archambeau read at some 
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a step back and seen not only the irksome text in front of him, but seen 
Did he also see himself seeing himself looking at it? See himself seeing himself 

seeing himself? At what point does the divided self  stop dividing in the interest of fictional 
disinterest and just get on with it? The notion that somehow Creele

king at 
stance that 

hidden moralisms, as if 
actually a state of superior intellectual achievement rather than a disguise for a 

hidden system of arbitrary valuations and power relations. 

John Clarke, in his masque, Blake, the 7th book of A Curriculum of the Soul, situates a certain 
world of poetic relation in the early 70s in a mythic Bolinas where poets enact the dynamics of the 

A fourfold text, it negates sociology 
in its complexity
apparent (apparencing) the forces and forms that drive the dynamic we call here. They are the forms 
of the poetic imagination intersecting our lives, informing them, determining relation. In a wild 
narrative that includes portraits of Tom Clark, Bobbie Louise Hawkins, Kenneth Rexroth, Don 
Allen, Charles Olson, Ted Berrigan, Joanne Kyger, and John Thorpe among others, Clarke tellingly 
locates Creeley as Ulro, a character wracked by guilt and a sense of sin that alienates him from the 
world. diment of single vision, a state of being grounded in 
the division of the world into exclusive opposites. It is o in so far as its duality is 
rigourously one-dimensional, admitting of nothing further than the implacable opposition. Ulro is 
the spirit of modernity as theorized by Descartes, Newton, and Locke, grounded on the 
establishment of an unshakable distinction between subject and object, inward and outward, self and 
world. 

The sexual dimension of Ulro (lechery, Creeley has it, unhealthy, sexual indulgence) is 
figured in the promiscuity between Ulro and Oothoon who are 

image of prodigality, the sexual union of opposites, the overcoming of compulsive binaries. Blake 
drew Ulro as a man and a woman tied together back to back. He embodied an unstable relation or 
condition, a violation of marriage, that old gendered trope of the iconic union of masculine and 
feminine in a potential plenitude.  Ulro proclaims in Blake
container, or cabinet of the spirit, where in it lies, for the signature stands in the essence and is as the 

 All his life, Robert Creeley held that any easy proposition of meaning was 
implicated in the death of the world, and in so doing, he kept the world, sphinx-like, in front of 
him, utterly, persistently, tantalizingly all that is the case, but that must be said and resaid without 
ever being able to say it, since as soon as it was said, he hated it. Love was the impossible solution. 

As a spiritual discipline  Creeley would hate that designation  or, say, an active 
epistem/ontology, such a stance/poetics relies on a state of constant tension which is impossible to 
maintain and so leads to the despair of isolation from the immediacy necessary to the tension
night the sound had / come back again, / and again falls / this quiet, persistent rain. // What am I to 
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myself / that must be remembered, / insisted upon / so often? Is it // that never the ease, / even the 
hardness, / of rain falling / will have for me // something other than this, / something not so insistent 
 / am I to be locked in this / final uneasiness. Built into this line of inquiry is the unspoken issue 

neuro- the hard problem, i.e. what is consciousness? If once it was a divine 

unanswered question, addr  

The seeming solution, as so often for Creeley, is love, not as a resolution or transformation, 
not as the accomplishment of plenitude beyond reticence, but as 
company in hopeless resignatio f you love me, / lie next to me. / Be for me, like rain, / the 
getting out // of the tiredness, the fatuousness, the semi- / lust of intentional indifference. / Be wet / 

To lay next to him, as he pleads for her to do, only yields mutual isolation, 
side by side, company, but conditional at that (if you love me), and of a sad order of use (Be for me) 
that finally yields only further despair. 

For Creeley, poetry was a moral force in a world given to degraded language, mindless war, 

shake off or get beyond the sense of this current biz. It revolts me, turns my stomach, sickens 
altogether. I hate the whole of it, despise, loathe & feel contempt for every damn one who deals in it. 
The nation: fucking idiotic lying/: perverts. Perverts in the head/rotten, filth, hate hate, hate. Voices: 
oily, & shrewd, know, exact, how to lie attractively to each and every one. Against that, just that, we 

The morality, however, does not lie in 
some proposed solution, but in the act of world preservation, of engaging and revealing an integrity 
whose multiple intensities continually resist reduction to any final articulation. A morality of refusal. 

But the nothing-further becomes just-nothing when the inevitable dispersal of the intensity 
leaves only a hole where the world was. One of the most angry, violent, painful moments in 

 early poetry occurs in . The poem begins peacefully, in the silent moment of 
the inception of the poem and the thought of filling it. It then moves to anxiety about spilling, to a 
story of complete release recalling swimming naked and peeing into the lake, then, from urine to 
feces, to  The shock of 
transition is painful. It is as if the pleasure of the previous moment of release 
persist without a brutal, penetrating correction. T
to the hole is amplified when it leads to the memory of Fatty Arbuckle raping a girl with a Coke 
bottle. From there, the poet fingers his own ass, forces anal sex on a partner who screams in pain, 

a ical details. A kind of phantasmagoria 
of anal/genital pleasure, pain, and violence that locates composition in its shadows (the filling of the 
hole), the poem ends with a claim 

The wanting  may yearn for the pleasure of release, of 
orgasm even realizes nothing, merely expresses frustration. Only 
some hopeless attempt to fill the emptiness of the absent world with talk (or poetry) remains, a 
world of endlessly deferred articulations, a hole of meaning which is by this point a kind of 
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cosmological arsehole. 
enough there is / nothing.  A pit   

dwelled and bred in this pit. It was no ordinary anger that comes and goes 
over a slight or an insult. It ran deep in  life. He related it to the loss of his left eye at 2 
years old, compounded by the circumstances of its removal when he was 5, and the death of his 
father when he was 4 years old. The eye, although wounded,  
death. The excision was arranged secretly by his mother who told him nothing of it. At 5 years old, 

 where unbeknownst to him, a 
surgical team waited. She left him there where, confused, he was taken away by staff. When he 
awoke, his eye was gone. The missing father, the missing eye, become part of an anger that finds its 
object in another absence, the absence of meaning, a missing world. A profound loss, it takes on the 
near heroic energies of a stance, an epistem/ontology. In his autobiography, Creeley notes that the 
tracks of the ambulance that took his father away into silent absence, a hole, marked for the child 

  

While deeply  explain its continuing role in his 
life. Other people forget, forgive, go into therapy, 
was a defining aspect of Cree cosmology. The empty hole at the end of the poem ties together 
mouth, asshole, vagina, and world in a multi-valenced image of sexual aggression, emptiness, and the 
violent attempt to fill it. Creeley sometimes connected that vision of the senselessness of the real to 
his singular eye. He was fond of pointing out how both he and Robert Duncan, who had a famously 
wandering eye, literally saw the world differently than most people. One eye will not yield three 
dimensions, much less four or more. 

Anger was also a method, a discipline of (momentary) rupture. The commonplace of anger, 
as Creeley put it to Tom Clark, violently breached the containment of self that, on its own, it could 
never get beyond. Creeley related to Clark a story of a schizophrenic child kept in a cage during 
violent episodes by her mother. The caged child at one point acquires a knife, lashes out with it 
through the cage and stabs her captor/caregiver is that the 
imagination  is that the providence necessary within the commonplace? That having anger is the 
only system    The often quoted poem, 

/ sleep, 
seemingly locating the house now as some set piece whose description pre-exists it.  

When truck lights suddenly illuminate it   sudden / roar 
 its descriptiveness is called to attention. 

 The cage of the self suddenly lit up around him. The rage that 
follows both satisfies and frustrates, both is a hole and fills a hole, until the speaker becomes 
dissociated from himself and pronouns proliferate in a strange transcendence into the open and the 
empty  same 
open / silence, the darkness, // in and out, him- / self between them, / stands empty  The deep 
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urge to find a home, a familiar place, with another, a wife, a love, complete, as if meaning were a 
fulfillment of relation, a prodigality of union that is beyond union, drives A
and even sense which is its ground, dancing beyond the face of the moment, yields to a completion, 
a description, that is the death not just of sense, but of life itself. Anger is the knife that lashes out 
through the bars. Pitched high enough, it is a beyond the self, a face of the infinite, the open. Till 
the anger releases, and the bars return.  

, the rage that arises from his inability to know 
unequivocally that Hermione has been true and that his son is truly his son
continually circulates around his belief in the impossibility of certainty which defines knowledge. 
Nothing can convince Leontes. All criteria fail his insistence on certainty. As a result his wife and son 
both die and his daughter is lost to him. The world is annihilated by his refusal to simply 
acknowledge it. 

anger  is both the response to and the practice of a radical skepticism.  
says wants the annihilation that he is 

of the human, its denial of satisfaction in the human (here in human conditions of knowing) is an 
 

Although the anger calmed in his later years, the radical skepticism of his literally 
monological vision remained militantly determining. In his last essay on age and Whitman, Creeley 
criticized You tides with ceaseless swell for its lines, 
ceaseless swell! you power that does this work! / You unseen force, centripetal, centrifugal, through 

. Whitman recapitulated the rhythmic vision that had informed his poetry since the 
1855 edition of Leaves of Grass with its merge and merge and ceaseless merge. Creeley will have none 
of it. he    The monologic 
vision manifests in two annihilating judgments. It assumes that  

a phenomenon might actually be manifest in 
the sea, an integrally entangled force of 
Not a reference at all, but a profound recognition. 
that is limited to the world of  nothing-
further. 

astonishingly kind and generous in every way 
imaginable. Such contradictions were at the heart of his intensities. Rachel Blau DuPlessis tells of 
how, when she was a young mother, Creeley came to her aid at a conference when, on stage, her 
two-year old child threatened to fatally disrupt the event. While Ginsberg heckled from the 
audience, Creeley suddenly appeared on stage beside her to help manage the gear-and-child-laden 
retreat with some dignity, and to stay with her in the playground outside, keeping her and her child 
company while the conference concluded. That attention and sensitivity to the intractable human 
dilemmas of others and his willingness to give whatever he had to help in whatever situation was a 
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constant determination of his person. After he came into the possession of institutional largesse in 
the form of a funded chair at Buffalo, he spread it far and wide, freely, liberally, a veritable Johnny 
Appleseed of funding, with no attempt to use it as a form of power or control. He bestowed without 
question resources on young poets and scholars to help fund their emerging energies. He kept money 
flowing to perennially destitute poets with no means of support beyond their poetry. There is no 
telling how many poets Creeley supplied with necessary sustenance over the years.  

That generosity extended to an openness, curiosity, and an infectious sense of humour he 
 

generous, and essential to the measure of the times. He was never the hideously 

have got popped in the snoot  at least in the old days. Creeley did not suffer fools lightly, and 
poetry mattered to him in ways that the current generation of creative writers  like Archmabeau 
cannot begin to understand. Poetry was his life, not his living. It was not a means to an end, whether 
that end was some meagre appointment or some equally meagre prize. It did matter to him that his 
accomplishments were recognized. The idea, however, that like the current manufacturers of 
Commercial Poetry Products he jockey[ed] hable. His anger 
continued well after his recognition and success because he continued to care about poetry, and 
because his militant, existential cosmology never wavered and continued to inform his judgments of 
what poetry should and could do. He may have I  
poetry mattered to him. Really mattered. And although Archambeau claims that the poetry wars 

review is proof that the poetry wars are very much alive and well, and the enemies of 
. 

In the late 80s and early 90s,  turned toward a group of poets who had 
studied with Charles Olson and had formed the Institute of Further Studies to continue the work 
they started with him. On  death, they initiated the Curriculum of the Soul project based on 

Jack Clarke assigned 28 topics which together 
would constitute the curriculum, a kind of epic as Al Glover describes it. Creeley initially agreed to 

God, although he delayed it for almost 20 
years before finally withdrawing. In the meanwhile, in 1991, Tom Clark published his biography of 
Charles Olson and sparked a vigorous debate over his ultimate representation of the poet. Creeley 

 deeply flawed by narcissism, sexism, and bullying. Jack Clarke, 
Harvey Brown, Al Glover, and Ralph Maud, found reason to criticize the biography for incorrect 
facts and uncharitable and sensational caricatures of complex issues (the Library Journal reviewer 
wrote that it reveals that Olson grappled with homosexual impulses, took hallucinogens and 
dominated those around him, seeking periodic release from inner demons in frenzied floods of 
images ). Ralph Maud spent much of the rest of his life detailing word by word every inaccuracy 
(and they are legion) , although Clark simply ignored him and reissued the biography 
in 2000 with all factual errors intact.  
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For Creeley, the issue was complicated. Poetry was part of it, but it also had to do with both 
how his friend would be perceived going forward, and how Creeley would be perceived in relation to 
him. Olson was a powerful, oracular poet and his writing of the world, its details, its history, its 
persistent, mysterious otherness, attracted various kinds of attention, including a kind of abjection 

 In some way, that tied into Creele
refers to 

 correctly, but 
clearly with some anxiety  
insists, equals, and the Institute of Further Studies and its Curriculum became for Creeley an 
abandonment of that equality in some kind of worshipful relation.  

story, as they say), but it was easy enough to make it look like that 
and it served his purpose to do so in order to better locate himself as not that. When he describes 

only addresses the early 
Olson 
1950s. Creeley ignores the late Olson, the reader of Henry Corbin and Avicenna, the Olson of 

and  the 

For him Olson was 
never oracular, prophetic, or mystical, but was an ordinary fucked up guy, not unlike Creeley 
himself  That may be, but Olson was 
increasingly concerned with the eruptions of eternity into that time. 

But the poem and the world of the poem was also at stake. Cr to 
refuse plenitude, to address a world of no-further never faltered. 
into the otherness of the world. His reading of Avicenna and the Visionary Recital influenced not only 
his writing, but arg
Olson moved the art to an exception

s to keep it located in some 
monological frame. To grant authority to the students of some further Olson was to undermine in 
his mind the integrity of his own stand. And worse, to become identified with it. 

I encountered (rather than witnessed, which I also did) 
death when in a phone call our conversation turned to  biography. After some back and forth, 
with, to me, uncharacteristic but increasing intensity, even anger, he demanded that I declare myself 
in support 
of it  and what Tom Clark gathered here, in a way he acknowledges and I respect, is as much of it 

 that its documented errors were legion, 
that the story Charles Boer told in Olson in Connecticut was of a different man, and that Jack Clarke, 
in his reviews of the biography, seemed to know, if not more, then at the very least, other 
dimensions s person that qualified or contradicted 
Bob was having none of it. His anger became palpable over the phone as he pushed me one last time 
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told me that I would no 
longer be hearing from him. I was stunned, but knowing of the volatility of his relations, and that 
other friends thus cut off were later reembraced, I expected the time would come when we would 
move beyond this difficulty. Unfortunately, he died the following year. We never spoke again. 
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